ALL “Surgery-Ready” suction tips contained residual blood, bone, tissue or rust.

Poor design makes some tools impossible to clean. Researchers found all 350 surgery-ready suction tips contained blood, bone, tissue or rust, and many were packed with debris.

--University of Michigan Health System
**Standard YANKAUER POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 100

- Yankauer Suction Handle
- DURABLE PLASTIC
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

**Vascular ANDREWS-PYNCHON POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 200

- Andrews-Pynchon Suction Handle
- STAINLESS STEEL
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

**Classic YANKAUER POOLE SUCTION SET**

**REF** SMK 300

- Yankauer Suction Handle
- STAINLESS STEEL
- Via-Guard® Poole Converter Sleeve

1. Insert suction handle into Via-Guard® Poole converter sleeve.
2. Align arrows and push handle into sleeve until flush.
3. Alternate Tip or Poole suction as required. Adjust hand position over AdjustaFlo™ handle to regulate pool suction intensity.
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